Every picture tells a story.
Tell yours as perfectly as possible.

I N T R ODU CI N G

Color. Perfected.

The NEW i1Studio from X-Rite is the start-to-finish color management
solution for Color Perfectionists looking for expert results. Your prints
will match your vision more perfectly than you ever thought possible.
The NEW i1Studio from X-Rite was created for photographers
who love to shoot, scan, edit and print, but don’t love to
waste time and money on the process. The end result:
prints that match your images across all your devices.
The i1Studio is the newest, capture through print
solution that takes your color-managed workflow
to a new level of accuracy and control.
The newly enhanced and intuitive i1Studio software delivers
the perfect balance of automation with a full range of creative
controls for photographers and designers looking for more
options and control over their color. You’ll be guided through
every step with an expanded range of expert options
to customize and fine-tune your workflow as desired.
i1Studio delivers a full suite of tools to calibrate and profile
all your devices from capture to print. You’ll be confident that
what you’ve captured in your camera or scanner and see
on all your displays and mobile devices or projectors will
match your final print output.

i1Studio combines world-class hardware and software
to deliver expert color results for photo and filmmaker
pros. i1Studio includes:
i1Studio Device
The award-winning, all-in-one i1Studio spectrophotometer is
the only device you need to profile your monitors, projectors,
scanners, mobile devices and printers. It’s compact and easy to
carry so you are never without the means to create an expertly
calibrated and profiled workflow.
i1Studio Software for Monitors, Projectors,
Mobile Devices, Scanners and Printers
The new i1Studio software, based on X-Rite award winning
i1Profiler software, provides an easy to navigate interface that
delivers expertly calibrated and profiled monitors (including
video presets), projectors, scanners and printers.
ColorChecker Camera Calibration Software and Mini
ColorChecker Classic Target for Cameras
Utilizing the included industry standard 24 patch target, you’ll
be able to create custom camera profiles (single or dual
illuminant), set a custom white balance and have a neutral
starting point no matter what light you are shooting in for a
more streamlined editing process.
RGB and CMYK Printer Profiling:
Intelligent iterative profiling technology ensures your output
is reproduced accurately from print to print and from printer
to printer, while delivering professional quality results for
smoothness, highlight and shadow detail.

Monitor Calibration and Profiling
Once you take the guesswork and frustration out of
making sure the color you see on your display is the color
you expect from your printer, you’ll save time and money
and gain full creative control over your images. i1Studio uses
advanced technologies to perfect the match between your
display and printer.
Intelligent Iterative Profiling
Flare Correct™
X-Rite Ambient Light Measurement
Video Standards Support
Extended User Controls
Multiple Monitor Profiling
Profile Optimization
Profile Validation and Reminder
B&W Calibration and Profiling (New):
Our B&W module is specifically engineered to ensure
the highest quality results for your black and white prints
resulting in exceptional smoothness, highlight and shadow
detail. There is also the option to create a profile for a specific
B&W look including High Contrast Neutral, Platinum, or Sepia.
For those of you who love B&W printing, prepare to be amazed.
Projector Calibration and Profiling:
Now, your projected presentations can look the same as
your monitor. Build an accurate projector profile in just minutes
– it’s as easy as building a monitor profile. You can be confident
that your projected images are showing the way you intended.

Scanner Calibration and Profiling:
Scanner profiling is super easy. Simply scan your
Mini ColorChecker Classic Target target to generate
a high quality ICC profile.

ColorTRUE Mobile App for Mobile Devices
Calibrate your Apple© iOS mobile devices for a true mobile
to desktop color match of all your images. Download the
ColorTRUE app from the Apple App Store.
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Hardware
i1Display Pro Colorimeter
i1 Spectrophotometer

Software
Display
Display QA
Projector
Scanner
RGB Printer
CMYK Printer
CMYK+ Printer
Device Link
Printer QA
PANTONE Color Manager
ColorChecker Camera Profiling

Targets
ColorChecker Classic (mini)
ColorChecker Proof
ColorChecker Passport Photo
ColorChecker Passport Video
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